STANDARD RETROFIT SAFETY RAILING COMPATIBILITY:
(NOMINAL HATCH WIDTH X LENGTH)
2'6"x2'6" - MINIMUM
4'0"x4'6" - MAXIMUM
SPECIALS FOR NOMINAL HATCHES LARGER THAN 4'0"x4'6"
RAIL HEIGHT MEETS 42" REQUIREMENT
DISPLAYED DIMENSIONS ARE OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS OF CURB, NOT NOMINAL.

FEATURES:
1. SELF CLOSING HINGES
2. POWDER COATED SAFETY YELLOW
3. SLOTTED CORNER BRACKET HOLES
   FOR UNIVERSAL COMPATABILITY AND EASE OF INSTALLATION
4. RAIL AND GATE TELESCOPIC TO ACCOMODATE MULTIPLE HATCH SIZES.

ORDER WILL NOT BE RELEASED FOR FABRICATION UNTIL SIGNED COPY IS RECEIVED.